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Introduction
A geometric graph is a graph G = (V; E) drawn in the plane so that the vertex set V consists of points in general position and the edge set E consists of straight line segments between points of V . See 9] for a survey of results about geometric graphs. Two edges of a geometric graph are said to be parallel, if they are opposite sides of a convex quadrilateral. Two edges cross, if their relative interiors intersect.
Pach and T or} ocsik 11] proved that any geometric graph on n vertices with no k pairwise disjoint edges contains at most (k ? 1) 4 n edges. In particular, their result implies that for any xed k 2 any geometric graph on n vertices with no k pairwise disjoint edges contains at most O(n) edges. In this paper we show that the number of edges is at most linear in n also in a more general case.
Theorem 1 Let k 2 be a constant. Then any geometric graph on n vertices with no k pairwise parallel edges has at most O(n) edges.
The case k = 2 of Theorem 1 was considered rst by Kupitz 7] who constructed, for any n 4, a geometric graph with n vertices and 2n ? 2 edges containing no pair of parallel edges. Kupitz 7] also conjectured that the lower bound 2n ? 2 given by his construction is tight. A nearly tight upper bound 2n ? 1 was shown by Katchalski and Last 5, 8] . In this paper we show a re nement of the proof of Katchalski and Last 5, 8 ] giving Kupitz's conjecture.
Theorem 2 For n 4, any geometric graph on n vertices with no pair of parallel edges contains at most 2n ? 2 edges.
A related question is how many edges can be contained in a geometric graph with no k pairwise crossing edges. For k = 2, Euler's formula gives the upper bound 3n ? 6 (n 3).
Pach, Sharokhi, and Szegedy 10] proved that any geometric graph on n vertices with no k pairwise crossing edges contains at most O(n log 2k?4 n) edges (k 3). This bound was improved to O(n log 2k?6 n) in 2] (k 3) (thus, in particular, to O(n) for k = 3). For k 4 we further improve this bound to O(n log n).
Theorem 3 Let k 3 be a constant. Then any geometric graph on n vertices with no k pairwise crossing edges has at most O(n log n) edges.
One can ask about the dependence of the estimates in Theorems 1 and 3 on k. Our proof shows that the bound O(n) in Theorem 1 could be replaced by the upper boound c k n, where 1=c k is exponential in k 3 . Similarly, the bound O(n log n) in Theorem 3 could be replaced by the upper boound c k n log n, where 1=c k is exponential in k 3 . These bounds follow from the upper bound d k n (1=d k exponential in k) in Theorem 4, which can be obtained from the proof of Theorem 4 in 6]. However, it is possible that the bound in Theorem 4 can be improved to e k n, where 1=e k is polynomial in k. It Let l 2 be a constant. Then the length of any lregular sequence over an n-element alphabet containing no subsequence of type up-down-up(l) has length at most O(n).
Proof of Theorem 1
Let G = (V; E) be a geometric graph on n vertices, with no k pairwise parallel edges. Let V = fv 1 ; v 2 ; : : : ; v n g. W.l.o.g., we assume that no two points lie on a horizontal line.
Let e 2 E. An oriented edge ? ! e is de ned as the edge e oriented upwards. The direction of e, dir(e), is de ned as the direction of the vector ? ? ! v i v j , where ? ! e = (v i ; v j ). Let E = fe 1 ; e 2 ; : : : ; e m g, where 0 < dir(e 1 ) < dir(e 2 ) < < dir(e m ) < (if necessary, we perturb the vertices of G to make the directions of edges of G pairwise di erent).
Let P 1 and P 2 be the sequences of m integers obtained from the sequence 
Proof of Lemma 5
We apply a simple greedy algorithm 1] which, for given integer l 1 and nite sequence A, returns an l-regular subsequence B(A; l) of A. In the rst step, an auxilliary sequence B is taken empty. Then the terms of A are considered one by one from left to right, and in each step the cosidered term is placed at the end of B i this doesn't violate the l-regularity of B. Finally, the obtained l-regular subsequence B of A is taken for B(A; l). E.g., if A = 1; 3; 1; 3; 5; 2; 2; 5; 1; 5; 1; 2 and l = 3, then the algorithm returns the sequence B(A; 3) = 1; 3; 5; 2; 1; 5; 2. We prove Lemma 5 by showing that, given l 1, at least one of the sequences B(P 1 ; l), B(P 2 ; l) obtained by the algorithm has length at least jEj=(4l) = m=(4l).
Let l 1 be given. For i = 1; 2 and for 1 j 1 j 2 m, let P i; j 1 ;j 2 ] be the subsequence of P i obtained from P i by removing all terms preceding the j 1 th term and following the j 2 th term. Thus, P i; j 1 ;j 2 ] is a continuous part of P i of length j 2 ? j 1 + 1.
Let jTj denote the length of a sequence T, and let I(T) denote the set of integers appearing in T. 
Proof of Lemma 6
In the proof of Lemma 6 we apply the folowing easy consequence of Dilworth's theorem 4]. In the proof we apply the following modi cation of Lemma 2 in 5]. To obtain a bound on the size of E 0 , consider the mapping T given by (x; y) 7 ! ( Thus, f k (n) f k (bn=2c) + f k (dn=2e) + O(n): Consequently, f k (n) = O(n log n): 2
